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ONE STEP AT A TIME, ONE SHOE
AT A TIME... BY CHRIS JONES
This fall I had the pleasure of once again
working with the Haiti Project. I was touched by one
of Denise's posts where she had been a bit frustrated
by the lack of basic resources available to the
Haitians and how simple things like no shoes had
such an impact on a child's ability to attend school.
Through the grace of the community of
Dexter, Michigan we were able to gather nearly 300
pairs of shoes.

Chris Jones fitting a young student with new shoes

Denise and Bob also struggle while in Haiti, communicating with the outside world. We had discussed
many times what options may be available to improve their phone and internet quality at their apartment in
Garcin. Having been there before, I know firsthand of the struggle. Many times you have to stand in just the
right position in just the right place to obtain any signal. Once you have a signal often times you are placing
your call afraid to take a step and knowing even if you don't you likely will be disconnected in a few minutes.
My specialty is in Telecommunications so I set out to resolve this problem as best I could. Having
worked in the Caribbean before, I was no stranger to the complications of the telecommunications infrastructure
on the islands. Haiti turned out to be no different. My goal was to capture the signal being transmitted off a far
away mountain about 50 miles away, amplify it and rebroadcast it. My research discovered that the frequencies
being used in Haiti are not used in the US and access to the correct equipment was very hard to find, however I
found just the right piece of equipment that amplified all three frequencies.
The trouble was it was in China and I was leaving for Haiti in 2 weeks. I placed the order and stressed
Chris was not the only one touched by Denise’s pleas for shoes for the children. The response has been overwhelming to her blog
titled, “Overwhelmed”. Along with many individuals, three faith communities have also responded generously to the Lord’s call to
the needs of the poor. Thank you all so very much, M’ece anpil, from the children.

Thank you to
St. Andrew
and
Cathy
Randolph of
Sparta,
Tennessee

Thank you to
Dowelltown
Methodist
Church and
Elizabeth
Kleparek and
Sarah White
in
Dowelltown,
Tennessee

Thank you to Most Holy Trinity Parish and
Bro Jeffery St George S.D.S. in Tucson Arizona
Thank you to Most Holy Trinity Parish and
Bro. Jeffery St. George S.D.S. in Tucson Arizona
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about the need for this item by my departure. To my surprise about a week later the equipment was here and
looked like exactly what we need. Upon arriving in Haiti the first order of business was to install the equipment.
We found the best location and within about an hour had an improvement of about 1000+% on the internet
speed and phone calls are now clear.
It’s important to note that 1000% improvement on bad is still bad by the US standards, however it is
now bearable to use.
Over the course of the next week we worked on many projects, we handed out shoes to the school
children and had meetings to discuss replacing the school building that had recently fallen down in Kalabot.
Every time I visit Haiti I am struck by drastic differences in the ways of life for the average Haitian,
from us back home. The struggles they face daily make our bad days look like vacations. My biggest take aways
from this trip are just how important it is to not only give to improve their quality of life in Haiti, but to
strategically place these resources where they provide a sustainable future and create the self esteem and desire
for Haitians to further lift themselves to a better future.
I am very honored to work with Bob and Denise, they have my utmost respect for their dedication to the
people of this region.
Sincerely, Chris Jones

HURRICANE DAMAGE REPAIR IN PROGRESS!!
BY BOB SNYDER

The roof at our school in Atrel was damaged by
the wind from the hurricanes that passed by Haiti during
September. The wind loosend the nails on much of the
tin, and lifted up about 50
sheets of tin. The sheets that
were loose were able to be
nailed back, but the tin that
had been lifted was bent, and
had to be replaced. Some of
the wooden rafters were
damaged from pre-existing
roof leaks, they needed to be
replaced as well.
Bob & Denise Snyder, SDS

Contact Us
615-529-2546
dream@dtccom.net
rsnyder@dtccom.net
PartnerInHaiti.org
Follow us on Facebook @

Partner in Haiti

Water damaged framing on school at Atrwel

It was good fortune that the last sea container shipment included 13, five
gallon buckets of aluminum fibred roof coating for this school! It was donated by St.
Thomas Church in Cookeville, Tennessee
through the Parish Twinning Program.
The Haiti Project purchased
lumber, nails and roofing tin to complete
repairs. We also agreed to pay “Boss
Man” Julio to oversee the work. Parents
and teachers are doing the actual labor,
with the Haiti Project buying food for the
workers. Energy in = energy out.
Students unloading lumber
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trepair the roof of their school!

MAXO’S MIRACLE STORY

BY DENISE SNYDER

On
our
way home last
August,
after
arriving in Haiti,
we stopped by
our
friend
Maxo’s to give
him the foot rests
for
the
wheelchair
we
had given him
the past spring.
Maxo had fallen
from a tree the
summer before,
the accident left
him a paraplegic.
What we found
was over the
summer he had
Maxo at home
developed
life
threatening bed sores. I had never seen this extreme a case, so I called my friend Anita for her opinion. Anita
and Elwood were coming to stay with us in a few days, so her husband could present at an agricultural
workshop the following week. It was agreed that we would meet in Gonaives, where Maxo is living, on her way
to our house (Gonaives is a little over an hour from our house).
Anita cleaned the sores, and applied a cream her father-in-law had used for bedsores, along with a
bandage. We gave him some Ibuprofen for fever and an antibiotic to help him fight infection. Maxo’s mother
was so scared; she told us all she had was God to help her. She felt like we were her answer to her prayers. We
promised we would try to find help for her son.
When I first learned about the accident I did research and found a rehab facility in the South of Haiti, St.
Boniface hospital. I had been in contact with them trying to get Maxo admitted to their rehab program. So I
tried once again, it was good that we took pictures of the wounds while we were with Maxo. When calling the
hospital I spoke to the head of admitting. She was very nice and asked to have the pictures emailed to her. This
was on a Friday and so I emailed the pictures and called her on Monday to find out she had gone on vacation for
a week. Anita had some connections and was able to get the phone numbers for the head doctor’s nurse and the
email address to the CEO of the hospital.
I tried all week to get through to the doctor and emailed the pictures to the CEO of the hospital asking
for help. Then while at the agricultural conference I was feeling totally discouraged, I sat down and prayed for
mercy for this young man. My phone rang and it was the hospital, Maxo would be admitted, and they would
send a helicopter for him. I just needed to get him admitted into the hospital in Gonaives and after they made
the arrangements the helicopter would come for him.
He has under gone surgery to cover his bedsores and is now in the rehab program at St. Boniface
hospital. The hospital is run by USAID, so it is free of charge. They have a wonderful rehab program that
includes some job training and personal counseling. When Maxo is able to leave the hospital, St. Boniface will
send a team to his house to make the house handicap accessible. He will also receive follow up visits at his
home. This has truly been a miracle.
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VANILLA! A LONG, LONG TIME COMING!

BY DENISE SNYDER

Last October Alex Oliver (the agronomist that worked for a
project USAID that developed the strain of vanilla for Haiti that we are
growing) contacted us; he wanted to give another training session to our
agricultural group. He also was willing to give away one-hundred plants
starts. Bob and I were very happy to accommodate a mini workshop and
invited Anita and Elwood so Elwood could present on Vermin compost
(compost made from worms).
There were fifty people in attendance; The Haiti Project provided
food for lunch. Many of the local farmers who attended this workshop
have attended past workshops; some of them have vanilla growing. They
were happy for the information and took bags of vermin compost along
with a couple of vanilla plants home with them.
While at the center, Alex told me that many of our vanilla plants
are mature enough to start to produce. He went on to explain the plants
will need to be stressed to produce, so he is coming back to the Center in
January to show me how to stress the plants. Once they are stressed they
should start flowering in April. I will need to return to Haiti in April so I
can train Lavalos (our guardian) to pollinate the flowers.

Here Bob is showing off a vanilla plant
that has grown up a tree and turned
down to grow back up. This makes the
bloom accessible when it is time to hand
pollinate them.

Bob and I will need to return to Haiti in June to set up the process
to dry the vanilla beans. The beans take nine months to be ready for sale.
The sale of the beans will provide a good income for the Center and
other projects.
This project was started several years ago. All along it has been
part of what we believe to be the solution to many of the problems in the
area of Haiti we work in. Vanilla beans can provide the individual
families with a sustainable income. With time the vanilla growing at the
Center will sustain the Center and many of the other projects.

PERSEVERANCE, DON’T GIVE UP! or PATIENCE, PATIENCE, AND
MORE PATIENCE, or MAKING SLOW, BUT FORWARD PROGRESS
WITH THE WATER PROJECT AT KATAMAN.
BY BOB SNYDER
The Water Project at Kataman has been on hold for the past two years. The first phase, a water capture,
was successfully accomplished, but the second phase got side tracked when problems arose when the Haitian
project leader moved to the city to find work. The second phase, a cistern and plumbing to go between the water
capture and the cistern has not been completed. Only 2/3rds of the cistern has been completed, and no
plumbing. This was very discouraging.
In September, we met with a newly formed community committee that wants to see completion of the
water project. They were looking for The Haiti Project’s support to complete the project. The answer was
“yes!”, we wanted to see them complete this project.
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The Haiti Project told them that we would help raise funds to
purchase cement and other materials, but no, we would not fund
labor, although we did agree to buy food for the workers. It is
important for this to be their project.
They told us that this water project will impact 1850 people,
we suggested that if each person contributes just 5 goudes, (8 cents),
each, they would raise enough money to pay for a “Boss man”.
We left the meeting with an understanding that we needed
numbers for materials, and a plan for labor, then when we return to
the United States for Advent, we would try to raise additional funds
for the water project.
Before we left Haiti, we met with Fr. Gracia and submitted
the budget. Everything was in line except they had submitted
funding for labor. We discussed it with Fr. Gracia and he agreed to
talk to the committee.
New water committee to oversee the water

I think we are four years into this project, and yes we have
project at Kamatan.
some money set aside and are receiving small donations on an
ongoing basis, but we are holding off on a major request until we see the investment on the community’s part.
We are being patient. Our prayer is that when this project is completed, the community will realize complete
control and authority over it. If they then maintain it, it will last many years. Working together to realize dreams
and goals is the best way to build up strength as a community.
Many thanks to those of you who are still watching and supporting this project. As Sr. Pat told us years
ago, “It takes three things to work in Haiti, patience, patience, and more patience!!”
We will keep you updated as we go.

Here is a before and after
picture of a wheelbarrow…
Using the resources we have
instead of complaining about
what we don’t have.

SECONDARY SCHOOL EDUCATION SCHOLORSHIPS

BY DENISE SNYDER

With the support of several benefactors there are now six students sponsored to high school. Our five
schools only go to 6th grade. The high schools are located in Gros Morne. To qualify for a scholarship students
must have, and maintain good grades and attendance. Cost for high school averages about $300 a year. There
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are two female students and four male students. They are required to bring us there report cards and receipts for
their tuition.
Although they are all showing progress I would like to highlight Louinel Derys. He is eighteen and in
his third year of High school. He has shown remarkable progress in leadership skills in his community. He is
very intelligent and uses his gifts. Louinel is also a gifted musician he plays drums for our church service each
week.
While visiting one evening, Louinel was telling us that school was very difficult. Bob asked him why?
His report cards were always very good. He said there had been changes at his home. He leaves for school early
in the morning and attends two sessions, with nothing to eat. Then when he returns home he often can’t find
anything to eat. I spoke with our Ladies and they confirmed that Louinel’s home life had taken a turn for the
worse.
This was a real dilemma, we can’t hand out food. There are far too many people, and what about the
other students we are sponsoring? Bob thought of a wonderful
solution; Louinel could open the library on Saturday mornings.
Two of the five schools use their libraries, but three of the
schools do not. The school where we live in Garcin does not. So
this was a perfect opportunity, the Haiti Project pays Louinel to
open the Library each Saturday morning from 8:00 until noon.
Louinel has organized all the books in the library; he
selects a book for the participants that come on Saturdays. Each
week there have been at least fourteen students that come. One
week an adult also came. The people in the area love having a
library.

Louinel working serving the community as the
Garcin school librarian.

This has been such a success we think it should be
incorporated into future high school scholarships. A community
service project that they would do each Saturday morning and in
return get a little money to ensure they get food each day. We
also have been considering enhancing the screening process for
the students.

RE: THE HAITI PROJECT; SEPTEMBER 2017, OR:
WHAT THE ARCHITECT SAW:
BY ROBERT KOZLOSKI

My name is Robert Kozloski, and I recently returned from
working with Bob and Denise Snyder in Haiti. I would like to share
my experience.
This story is for the people vested in their ministry, so they
will know just how much their donations and contributions are
helping the Haitian people in the surrounding communities thru Bob
and Denise’s ministry.
I have known Denise since high school but lost contact with
her until the summer of 2016. I was invited to attend an art sale they
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Bob and Robert Kozloski, the architect.

hold to raise funds for their travel
expenses. At this function I was happy
to reconnect with Denise and meet her
husband Bob.
I was completely unaware at
the time that this brief meeting would
lead me on a journey over a year later
that would unite Bob, Denise and
myself, into helping the people in
Haiti; the same people that they have
been working with since 2000.
This last summer I heard from
a mutual friend that Bob and Denise
wished to speak with me about a
project that required my assistance. My
vocation is architecture and when I
spoke with them they told me about a
school in one of their communities that
had been compromised by the 2010
earthquake and that the locals had
decided to tear it down.

Proposed new school for Kalabot, This drawing by Robert contains 5 classrooms
and is designed and orientated to take advantage of natural lighting and
prevailing winds for ventilation.
While estimates for building cost have not been completed, expected cost for
basic construction is between $25000 and $30000.

It was during our conversation that I was led to offer my assistance and come to Haiti to assess the site
and develop plans that would allow them to raise the funds required for construction and eventually build the
school once the funds have been raised.
I arrived Friday, the first of September. The following Monday we traveled to Kalabot with a Haitian
friend named Louienell along with an American volunteer, Geri. Geri majored in Creole at Notre Dame
University in Indiana, she was our interpreter for the day; helping us facilitate our mission in this small
community. Denise’s Creole is good, but Gerri is fluent. Geri made our time very productive.
We not only got the school building project in the works, but Bob and Denise were also able to work out
the school budget and administration requirements. Another meeting that day with the village elders revisited a
water supply project that had been tabled. They were able to get that project back on track.
I had no idea before going to this community how much Bob and Denise were helping these folks
improve their lives in so many ways. Talking with them afterword’s they informed me that they are involved in
6 different communities and they work in numerous capacities; helping 25,000 Haitians where 850 are children
that attend five schools where salaries are paid by the Haiti Project and the Parish Twinning Program. The Haiti
Project connects 200 students with personal sponsors.
The Haiti Project has a school lunch program that is beneficial to giving the students the nutrition that is
so vital to their development. I was grieved to learn that they only have the funds to feed the kids twice a week
this year; instead of four times a week as they strive to do.
They don’t try to feed the kids on Fridays. The children only go to school a half day on Fridays.
Many of these kids don’t get a good meal at home; most days.
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I have decided to help them fill this hole by reaching out to God, not just from my own pocket, but
mostly to God, by praying, asking him to provide, thru His network of hearts, that this financial void in the
lunch program will be filled. These kids need food before they can absorb education!
I found out that only 25 bucks will feed 100 kids.
I went to other communities with Bob and Denise and saw the same involvement. I was overwhelmed
by how many things they have going on in Haiti; and I had the privilege to meet new people that I can now call
friends!
I witnessed how Bob and Denise live on a minimal budget and make do with primitive tools. The
challenges are many in Haiti, and cash is limited; I can’t imagine how difficult it must be for Bob and Denise to
decide who gets what!
When I came home the first thing I said to my wife was “Look Honey a refrigerator!”
As a donor, I know that all donations we give go to building up the Haitians. The Haiti Project does not
use any funds designated for specific projects for their operational expenses. I know of no other nonprofit
organization that uses that “business” model.
And that’s just the beginning of what my friends do there! I am also very happy to say that they hug and
love on their family here and make time to be with them along with their Haitian family!!Please continue to
support “The Haiti Project”.
Sincerely, Robert Kozloski, Detroit, MI

DAYS FOR GIRLS + THE HAITI PROJECT = FEMININE HYGIENE KITS
FOR GIRLS IN HAITI
BY SUSAN SMITH
I have known Denise Snyder since childhood and we are dear friends.
My husband and I have been supporters of the Haiti project for 17 years.
Currently we sponsor 17 schoolchildren. We believe that education is the key
factor in changing the future of the Haitian people and their country. Denise and
Bob have worked hard to make sure that children have the possibility of an
education in the remote area where they live in Haiti.
In 2015 I became involved with Days for Girls International. It is an
organization that provides reusable feminine hygiene kits, which last up to three
years, to girls and women in developing countries. Many girls do not have a
reliable way of dealing with their periods. There are no local stores that sell
disposable tampons and pads. Even if there were, they are too expensive and
there is no trash pick-up to dispose of them properly. So, girls end up missing
many days of school and may even drop out because of this issue.

Cecile Muller, nurse

The Days for Girls solution is to provide young girls with a kit that
contains 2 shields, 8 liners, 2 pair of underwear, a washcloth, a bar of soap, 2
Ziploc bags to carry soiled liners, pictorial instructions, a small calendar to keep
track of her monthly cycles and a pretty drawstring bag to discreetly carry
everything. The kit comes with instructions on how to take care of the kit, how

practitioner, teaching about
Days for Girls
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the female reproductive cycle works, basic hygiene, and information about human trafficking.
Cecile, an American nurse practitioner, originally from France, has helped with teaching these very
important topics. This information is not available anywhere else for most of these girls. Even the school
teachers were interested in learning more about their own health.
Once a week our DfG team gets together to sew and assemble these kits because we know what a
difference they can make in a young girl’s destiny. We work with love and precision. Over the past two years we
have donated and sent 425 kits to the school girls and women that Denise and Bob support in Haiti.
We are grateful for all the assistance that Denise and Bob have given through “The Haiti Project” to get
the Days for Girls kits to the people who need them most!
Susan Smith is the co-director of the Farmington/Livonia Days for Girls team. You can contact her
at farmingtonmi@daysforgirls.org She lives in Michigan with her husband Frank.

THE FR. JIM AGRICULTURE CENTER IS DOING GREAT!

BY DENISE SNYDER

Lavalos has proven to be a wonderful addition to our staff. On first
glance you can notice the center is much cleaner. Not that there was trash, but
the trees are trimmed and the floor is cut back (it is a jungle). By his
suggestion we have planted sixty-five additional banan mystic bulbs. This is a
very popular plantain that yields many more fruit per harvest.
We have also planted 15 coffee trees and have started a coffee tree
nursery. Tom Braak donated some exotic fruits and flowers plants that he has
collected from around the Caribbean. These have also been planted. One of
these is a blue banana that taste like raspberry. We also have some new
flowering orchids that were attached to the trees just before we left Haiti. So
we will look forward to these beautiful
blooms next spring.
On our return to Haiti, Lavalos and
Delise showed Bob and I that the
foundation to the front wall (back wall to
the pavilion) was being undermined by
water runoff.
Delise and Lavalas standing

Bob had Delise contact Boss Julio
Denise and Tom Braak
for an estimate and we then hired a crew to
repair the problem. The crew did a very nice job, the wall and foundations are
no longer in danger.

in the erosion control ditch
at the Fr Jim Agriculture
Center

This spring we are looking forward to our first big crop of
yams; (these are not like the yams here in the US). They are large
starchy vegetable similar to potatoes. Last year the center sold enough
produce to almost pay one of the employee’s salaries. We anticipate
that in 2018 we will reach our goal of the Center being self-sustaining.
Paul and Delise checking on the yam harvest.
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The Haiti Project your partner in Haiti

Momentum for Ministry
We are many parts, but we are all one body.
It is the collaborative efforts of each of us that is giving the poorest of the poor in Haiti the opportunities
to work their way up from hopelessness to a life of dignity.
This year, 2017, working together we have:














Working collaboratively with the Parish Twinning Program, paid the teacher’s salary at five
schools that enroll a total of 850 children.
Partnered with many benefactors in the United States to purchase food from local Haitian
farmers to provide a nutritious lunch to the 850 school children, plus teachers and cooks, two
days a week.
Working collaboratively with the Parish Twinning Program together we replaced the roof on the
Sister’s house that had been leaking on their beds for over 10 years.
Built a rock and concrete drainage channel along the outside wall of the Fr. Jim Agriculture
center to remedy the erosion of the foundation.
Added a guardian/master gardener who lives at the center full time.
Harvested and sold enough produce to pay 90% of his salary.
Are increasing production and harvest by implementing improved techniques and planting
additional yams, bananas, coffee, vanilla and vegetable gardens.
Hosted three workshops, the last one a vanilla workshop teaching production practices that
directly impacted over 50 peasant farmers. Distributed free vanilla plants to the peasant farmers.
At the same workshop we distributed vermin-compost, also freely given, to the same farmers to
test, so they can see the benefits.
Ministered to the sick
Purchased and delivered materials to repair our school roof in the remote village of Atrwel.
Met with an architect to begin the process of building a new school in Kalabot.
And the list goes on. We have much to be thankful for.

This is the season when we all reflect on the year past, our blessings and all that we are thankful for.
This is the time we look forward to the coming year and our dreams for the future.
As you consider your end of year giving, please, remember the part you played in the successes of the
Haiti Project.
Bob and Denise’s continued presence in Haiti is critical for the continued success of the Haiti Project.
When you make your donation, please designate a portion for Momentum for Ministry to help with Bob and
Denise’s expenses.
We are privileged to collaborate with each of you, in our common call
from Jesus, to care for the poor.
We ask, “Why Lord? Why didn’t you do something?” And he says, “I
did, I sent you.”

Please mail your donation to:
The Haiti Project
3668 Lower Helton Rd
Alexandria TN 37012

Peace and Blessings, Bob and Denise Snyder S.D.S.

Or go to our website PartnerInHaiti.org
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